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ABSTRACT

This study explores the aerodynamic behavior of three NACA 4-digit symmetric airfoils with
thickness of 8%, 12% and 16% at the ultra low Reynolds number of 1000. The performance
of airfoils at low Reynolds number is mainly influenced by laminar separation bubble.
Unsteady numerical simulations were performed to understand the flow characteristics at
various angle of attacks. In this study it was found that the thinner airfoil produced highest lift
before stall. The thinner airfoil also produced highest lift to drag ration among the airfoils.
The lift to drag showed that the peak of thicker airfoil is relatively flatter and smaller as
compared to the other. This enables a micro vehicle to fly at extended range of angle of
attack without considerable deterioration of flight performance. The size of laminar
separation bubble and point of flow separation at various angle of attack and airfoil thickness
is investigated. The mean pressure coefficient is studied to unveil the effect of the lift at stall
angle of attack in relation with the laminar separation bubble. Vortex shedding pattern
showed the effect of the angles of attack as the thickness of airfoil is varied.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Micro air vehicles are unmanned aircraft having length not greater than 15cm and flight
speed below 15 m/s hold the key of future military and civilian surveillance (Mueller, 2001).
Because of their small size MAVs cannot be seen with naked eye from a distance of 100
yards or greater. Depending upon their wing structure these vehicles can be categorized
into three groups fix wing, flapping wing and rotary wing design. The simplicity and ease of
implementation, the fix wing designs are preferred. But the performance of fix wing
drastically reduces when it operates in the low Reynolds number regime. The boundary
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layer, because of such low Reynolds number, may be laminar at the onset of pressure rise
and so unable to sustain adverse pressure gradients. Although at low angles of attack the
flow remain attached but as adverse pressure gradient increases at higher angles of attack
the flow begin to separate on the upper surface. (Gerakopulos, Boutilier, & Yarusevych,
2010) have studied the separation bubble characteristics and lift coefficient of NACA 0018
experimentally at Re= 80x103 to 200x103. The experiments are carried out in a wind tunnel.
The wind tunnel used in the experiment is open-return and suction-type at the University of
Waterloo. Two distinct regions are observed in the lift curve. A region in lift curve when there
is linear and rapid growth at the low angles of attack and a region of linear but more gradual
growth which occur at higher angles of attack.
(Lian & Shyy, 2006) have studied the factors affecting the separation and transition position
of laminar separation bubble. Angle of attack, free stream turbulence intensity, Reynolds
number and gust affects the separation and transition position. On increasing the angle of
attack the laminar separation bubble becomes shorter and thinner and same for increasing
the free stream turbulence. Liu et al. (Liu, Li, Zhang, Wang, & Liu, 2012) have studied the
flow around NACA 0012 at Re 1000 using finite element method based on Characteristic
Based Split Scheme and concluded that that saddle-node bifurcation is present at static
stall. Khalid et al. (Khalid & Akhtar, 2012) have studied the nonlinear behavior of flow around
NACA 0012 at Re 1000. They found that solutions of lift and drag contain quadratic and
cubic nonlinearity. Period doubling occurred at 22° and solutions became chaotic at 27°.
Hoarau et al. (Hoarau, Braza, Ventikos, & Faghani, 2006) studied the modes governing the
flow system. They identified the two types of modes as shear layer and von Karman mode.
Ashraf et al. (Ashraf, Young, & Lai, 2011) have studied the effect of camber and thickness
on the propulsion of flapping airfoils. They studied symmetric airfoils with thickness in the
range of 6%, 12%, 15%, 20%, 30%, 40% and 50%. They concluded that, at Re = 20000,
leading edge vortex of thicker airfoils produce larger separation zone and greater suction
pressure in fully laminar flow. In fully turbulent flow thinner airfoil NACA0006 produce large
leading vortex because of its sharp leading edge.
Unsteady wake is produced behind bluff bodies and airfoils at high angle of attack.
Knowledge of vortex formation and flow separation at low Reynolds number is very critical
(Alam, Zhou, Yang, Guo, & Mi, 2010; Bearman, 1967; Ohmi, Coutanceau, Daube, & Loc,
1991; Ohmi, Coutanceau, Loc, & Dulieu, 1990; Yarusevych, Sullivan, & Kawall, 2009;
Zdravkovich, 1996). O'meara et al. (O'meara & Mueller, 1987) have studied the effect of
Reynolds number on laminar separation bubble. On reducing the Reynolds number the
length of separation bubble tends to increase and performance of airfoil, lift to drag ratio,
deteriorates. A longer separation bubble decreases the lift-slop curve of airfoil (Bastedo &
Mueller, 1986).
In this study we analyze the flow behavior around three symmetric airfoils having thickness
8%, 12% and 16%. We analyze the effect of thickness on aerodynamics characteristics like
lift, drag, point of flow separation and wake characteristics.

2. NUMERICAL METHOD
2.1 Geometry and governing equations
Two dimensional Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible and laminar flow are the
governing equations for this study.
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Where ρ is the density, V is the velocity, p is the pressure and ν is the viscosity. The
distribution of thickness of NACA four digit airfoils is found by equations provided by NACA
(Abbott & Von Doenhoff, 1959; Ladson, Brooks Jr, Hill, & Sproles, 1996). ANSYS Fluent is
used for the simulation. Fully implicit SIMPLE-type algorithm is used for pressure-velocity
coupling ("ANSYS Fluent Userguide,"). Second order implicit method has been used for
solution approximation. The angle of attack is varied from 0° to 30° with the increment of 1°.
The distance between farfield boundary and the airfoil is 15c. One semicircular part of
farfield boundary is used as velocity inlet and the other as pressure outlet as shown in Fig.
1(a).
2.2 Grid and time convergence studies
Table 1 Time convergence study of
NACA 0012
Time Step
Cl
Cd
Size (s)
0.01
0.356917 0.139628
0.005
0.376964 0.159611
0.0025
0.376928 0.159608

Velocity inlet

Table 2 Grid size and corresponding
time-averaged Cl and Cd of NACA 0012 at α = 10°
Domain
Total number
Cl
Cd
of Elements
Coarse
77000
0.368414 0.148136
mesh
Medium
170000
0.376565 0.159611
mesh
Fine mesh
240000
0.376650 0.160118

Pressure outlet

(a)
(b)
Fig. 1 (a) Domain around the airfoil and boundary conditions. (b) mesh around the airfoil.

GAMBIT is used for creation of geometry and meshing. O-type mesh produces same
result as C-grid but uses very less computing power (Yang, Luo, Liu, & Tsai, 2006). So
O-grid mesh is used for this study. For grid convergence study three different meshes are
created. Number of nodes around the airfoil are 300 and y+ value for meshing is 0.002c. The
chord length for all three airfoils is 1m. Meshing region is divided into three parts namely
inner region, front outer region and wake region. The inner region is circular around the
airfoil, with radius of 5m, for very fine meshing surrounding the airfoil. Front outer region is
from the inner region to the far field boundary, on the front side of airfoil, with coarse
meshing. The wake region is behind the airfoil and meshing strength in this region is in
between the inner and front outer region. The total simulation time is 140 seconds and the
free stream velocity is 1 m/s. Grid and time independence studies are performed for NACA
0012 at α = 10° as shown in Table 2 and Table 1. Medium mesh is selected for study as
there is little difference between the values of Cl and Cd of medium and fine mesh. Time
independence study is performed with medium mesh with time step size 0.01s, 0.005s and
0.0025s. The results are very close to each other for ∆t=0.005s and 0.0025s. Based on
these results ∆t=0.005s is used as time step size for the current study. Same mesh and time
step is used for other airfoils.
3. RESULTS
3.1 Mean aerodynamic coefficients
Fig. 2 shows the mean coefficient of lift of NACA 0012 versus airfoil angle of attack. The
validation of the result of NACA 0012 is performed with Kurtulus et al.(2015)(Kurtulus, 2015).
The lift plot shows that results are consistent with the previous research work. The mean
values of aerodynamic coefficient are calculated for the time interval of [40 140] in order to
neglect the error induced by initial calculations. The lift increases as the angle of attack
increases up to 26° of angle of attack. The lift drops after 26°. The drop continues up to 28°
and then increases up to 30°. The stall angle of attack is 26 degree. Fig. 3 shows lift
coefficient versus of angle of attack of NACA 0008, NACA 0012 and NACA 0016. Thinner
airfoil NACA 0008 produces more lift and as the thickness increases to NACA 0012 and
NACA0016 the lift decreases. The stall angle of attack is 26° for all three airfoils. The drag
coefficient versus angle of attack is shown in Fig. 4. The zero-lift drags are 0.1109, 0.1198
and 0.1302 for NACA 0008, NACA 0012 and NACA 0016 respectively since these are
symmetric airfoils so zero-lift drags are on 0° angle of attack. There is no considerable
difference between drag of three airfoils up to 23° angle of attackm after that the difference is
increasing. At stall angle of attack the thinner airfoil NACA 0008 produces more drag than
the other two. The order of magnitude of drag coefficient at 26° from largest to smallest is
NACA 0008, NACA0012 and NACA 0016.

Fig. 2. Comparison of mean lift coefficient
with literature

Fig. 3 Comparison of mean lift coefficient of
airfoils

3.2 Laminar Separation bubble
The important characteristic of flow passing bluff bodies is Karman vortices. The behavior
and structure of these vortices depend on the type of airfoil and angle of attack of the foil. At
lower angles of attack no vortices are formed.

Fig. 4 Comparison of mean drag coefficient
of airfoils

Fig. 5 Lift to drag ratio.

After a certain angle of attack the vortices begin to shed. The angle of attack at which
vortices begin to form is 10° for NACA 0008, 9° for NACA 0012 and 8° for NACA 0016. Time
averaged velocity streamlines of NACA 0008, NACA 0012 and NACA0016 for various
angles of attack are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. Two counter-rotating vortices are formed at
the trailing edge of NACA 0008 α = 7° clearly visible in the streamline pattern. These vortices
become more visible at higher angle of attacks. On increasing the angle of attack the point of
separation moves towards the leading edge. The point of separation reaches at 0.64c when
angle of attack is 7° in NACA 0008. In case of NACA 0012 and NACA 0016 the point of
separation is 0.52c and 0.46c for α = 7°. In case of NACA 0008, at higher angle of attacks (α
>15°), another counter-clockwise vortex is observed to be produced at 0.66c. The formation
of this bubble is visible in time averaged velocity streamlines. This bubble is moving towards
the leading edge on the upper surface of the airfoil as α increases. At α =19°, for example,
the flow separation occur at the leading edge (0.024c) and then reattaches at 0.89c. Below
9° angle of attack the flow separates earlier in thicker airfoil as compared to other airfoils.

But after 9° angle of attack the flow separation is delayed in thicker airfoil. The point flow
reattachment is approximately same for all three airfoils. [see Fig. 8]
Presence of laminar separation bubble can be studied by analyzing the skin friction
coefficient over the chord length of airfoil. Fig. 10 shows the skin friction coefficient at
various angles of attack of NACA 0008. At α =5° the value of Cf is positive over entire chord
length of airfoil. It means flow is attached and there is no formation of laminar separation
bubble. At α =8° the Cf becomes zero at 0.475c and after that it becomes negative. The
value of chord length where Cf is zero is the point where laminar flow is attached no more
and effectively separated. After 0.98c the value of Cf becomes positive again, it means the
flow reattached to the surface of airfoil. The region between the separation, reattachment
and below separated shear layer is called laminar separation bubble. The negative value of
Cf indicates the reverse flow inside laminar separation bubble. As the angle of attack
increases the separation point moves toward the leading edge as shown in the Fig. 10 at α
=11°,19°.
The reason of advancement of separation point is because of increasing leading edge
suction pressure and adverse pressure gradient as shown in Fig. 9(a). A comparison of
mean pressure coefficients around NACA 0008 is shown in Fig. 9(a) for the angles 8°, 19°
and 26°. The magnitude of mean coefficient of pressure increases on both upper and lower
surface around the airfoil when angle of attack increases. The leading and trailing edge
suction pressures are increasing because the point of flow separation is moving towards the
leading edge on increasing the angle of attack. At α =27° the suction pressure drops and as
a result lift of airfoil reduces as shown in Fig. 3. This is because the laminar separation
bubble burst, flow effectively separated and there is no flow reattachment clearly visible in
Fig. 9(b) and Fig. 9(f). At this point the mean coefficient of pressure is constant over most of
the upper surface of the airfoil. The trailing edge suction is same for all three airfoils at α =8°
as shown in Fig. 9(c). Thicker airfoil NACA 0016 has the lowest leading edge suction
pressure as compared to the other two. At higher angles of attack the difference of leading
edge suction pressure minimizes. At α =26° the recovery of adverse pressure gradient is
minimum in NACA 0008 [see Fig. 9(e)].
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Fig. 10 Skin friction coefficient, Cf, of NACA 0008 at various angles of attack
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Fig. 11 Variation of Strouhal number with different airfoil thickness and angle of attack.

Instantaneous vorticity distribution of all three airfoils are presented in 오류! 참조 원본을
찾을 수 없습니다.. At low angles of attack periodic the behavior of aerodynamic coefficients
is not present. The vortex shedding starts at α =10° for NACA 0008. The vortex shedding
starts at α =9° and α =8° for NACA 0012 and NACA 0016. As the thickness of symmetric
airfoil increases the angle of attack, where
vortex shedding starts, decreases. Kurtulus (Kurtulus, 2016) has studied the different
modes of vortex pattern of NACA 0002 and NACA 0012.Mode 1 when there is vortex sheet
is continuous, Mode 2 is when there is vortex shedding is alternating, Mode 3 is when there
pair of alternating vortex shedding and Mode 4 is when there is alternating single vortex with
vortex pair shedding occur. NACA 0008, NACA 0012 and NACA 0016 exhibit Mode 1 for the
angles of attack less than 10°, 9° and 8° respectively.
Table 3 Vortex pattern modes
Vortex pattern
modes
Mode 1
Mode 2
Mode 3
Mode 4

Angle of attack
NACA 0008
NACA 0012 NACA 0016
α ≤ 9°
α ≤ 8°
α ≤ 7°
α = 9°–22°
α = 9°–22° α = 9°–23°
α = 23°–27° α = 23°–28°α = 24°–30°
α = 28°–30° α = 29°–30°
-

Strouhal number is a non-dimensional frequency of vortex shedding and it is defined by the
Eq. (3).
fc
St 
U inf
(3)
where f is vortex shedding frequency, c is the airfoil chord length and Uinf is the free stream
velocity. Strouhal number can also be defined using projected chord length on normal plane
to fluid flow instead of constant reference chord length, Fig. 11(b). Fig. 11(a) shows the
Strouhal number of NACA 0008, NAC 0012 and NACA 0016 at various angles of attack. For
angles of attack less than 14°, the NACA 0008 has the highest Strouhal number for any
particular angle of attack and NACA 0016 has the lowest Strouhal number. It means thinner
airfoils have higher vortex shedding frequency as compared to thicker airfoils. This is
because thinner airfoils are more streamlined than thicker airfoils. Roshko (Roshko) studied
this streamline effect on vortex shedding frequency of bluff bodies. Yarusevych et al.
(Yarusevych & H. Boutilier, 2011) also observed this behavior while studying NACA 0018
and NACA 0025. After α=14° the shedding frequency is almost same for all three airfoils up
to 24° angle of attack. At stall angle of attack, α=26°, the shedding frequency is same again.

4. CONCLUSION
In this study flow around symmetric NACA 4-digit airfoils having thickness 08%, 12% and
16% at Reynolds number 1000 was investigated. The effect of airfoil thickness on coefficient
of lift and drag, lift to drag ratio and flow separation was studied. The thinner airfoil, NACA
0008, produced highest lift before stall. The NACA 0008 airfoil also produced highest lift to
drag ration among the airfoils. The lift to drag plot showed that the peak of thicker airfoil,
NACA 00016, is relatively flatter and smaller peak as compared to the other. This will enable
a flight vehicle to fly at extended range of angle of attack without considerable deterioration
of flight performance. The peak of lift to drag ratio move toward higher angle of attack as
thickness of airfoil increased. At higher angles of attack the flow separation is delayed in
thicker airfoils. Vortex begin to shed in thinner airfoil, NACA 0008, at higher angle of attack
as compared to thicker airfoils and has high vortex shedding frequency. For 14°<α<25° the
vortex shedding frequency of NACA 0008, NACA 0012 and NACA 0016 is same. Vortex
shedding pattern showed these detailed effect of the angles of attack as the thickness of
airfoil is varied. This study gives a deep insight into the analysis of the airfoils at ultralow
Reynold number via vortex body interaction.
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Fig. 12 Instantaneous vortex streets at different angles of attack for NACA 0008, NACA
0012 and NACA 0016.
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